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8.1 INTRODUCTION
Many niaterials, when in service, are subjected to forces and loads; examples include the
aluminium alloy froin which an airplane wing is constructed and the steel in an automobile
axle. In such situations, it is necessary to know the characteristics of the material and to
design the member from which it is made such that any resulting deformation will not be
excessive and fracture will not occur. The mechanical behaviour of a material reflects the
relationship between its response or deformation to an applied load or force. Important
mechanical properties are strength, hardness, ductility and stiffness.
The mechanical properties of materials are ascertained by performing carefully designed
latx~ratoryexperiments that replicate as nearly as possible the service conditions. Factors
to be considered include the nature of the applied load and its duration, as well as
environmental conditions, It is possible for the load to he tensile, compressive or shear,
and its magnitude may be constant with time, or may fluctuate continuously. Application
time may be for only a fraction of a second or it may extend over a period of many years.
Service temperature may bt: an important factor. The role of structural engineer is to
determine stresses and stress distributions within members that are subjected to
well-defined loads. This may be accomplished by experimental testing techniques andor
11y theoretical and mathematical stress analyses. Materials and metallurgical engineers, on
tllc other hand, are concerned with
and fabricating materials to meet service
rc(1uireinents as predicted by these stress analyzer. This necessarily involves an
understanding of the relationships between the microstructure of materials and their
mechulical properties' (see Unit 4 on Microstructure of Materials). Materials are frequently
chosen for structural applications because they have desirable combinations mechanical
characteristics. Tile present discussion is confined primarily to the mechanical behaviour
of metals.
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Objecaives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to
* understand principal mechanical properties of materials,

*

define various terms from stress-strain curve,

*

coilduct tension test on materials, and

*

understand theory of fracture of materials.

8.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETE
8.2.1 Tensile Test

i
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INATION OF STRENGTH

These tests are used to apply a stress to a material and record the materials response to this
stress. The mathematical definition of stress (a)is the load (P) on a body distributed over
the cross-sectional area of the body (A).
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A tensile stress tends to pull member apart; a compressive stress tends to crush or collapse
a body, a shear stress tends to clear a structural member, a torsion stress tends to a twist a

member and a bending stress tends to deflect a member. Handbooks on material properties
invariably list the properties of materials subjected to tensile loading. The allowable
torsion stress a material can tolerate is measured by shear strength and the allowable
bending stress. This is because bending puts the outer fibres of member in tension.
A materials response to the three major forms of stress - tension, compression and shear
can be measured on a uiliversal testing machine, more commonly referred to as a tensile
tester. These machines can pull axially on a test sample (tensile load) or push on a test
sample to measure response to compression loading shear tests are run by loading a pin in
special fixture.
These machines apply a tensile load when end of the test sample is attached to a movable
cross head with the other end fixed to a stationary member as de~ictedin Figure 8.1.
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EYgure 8.1:Schematic of the Apparatus Used to Conduct Tensile Stress-strain Test
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The cross head is then driven in such a manner or to pull the sample apart. Compressive
loading is achieved by driving the cross head against short cylinders placed on a stationary
machine pattern. Attachment are used to hold various shaped specimen, but tensile
specimens are usually made in a "dog-bone shape" (Figure 8.2). The dog-bone shape
ensures that the sample will break in the centre and not in the grip area. A tensile test is
performed by extensometer and then stretching the sample until it fails.
The output of the test is a stress-strain curve. As seen in the previous unit; deformation in
which stress (ordinate) versus sbain (abscissa) results in a linear relationship, as shown in
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Figure 8.2 : A Standard Tensile Test Specimen with Circular Cross-section. Also Known as Dog-bone
Specimen

Figure 8.3.11ie slope of this linear segment corresponds to tile modulus of elasticity E.
This modulus may be thought of as stiffness or a ~naterial'sresistance to elastic
deformation.
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Figure 8.3 :Stress-strain Diagmm Showing Ldnenr Elastic Deformation for Loadlng-unluadingCycles
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The greater the modulus, the stiffer the material, or the smaller the elastic strain that results
from the application of a given stress, The modulus is an important design parameter for
computing elastic deformations.

8.2.2 Tensile Properties: Yielding and Yield Strength
Most structures h e designed to ensure that only elastic deformation will result when a
stress is applied. It is therefore desirable to know the stress level at which plastic
defomiation begins or where the-phenomenon of yielding occurs. For metals that
experience this gradual elastic-plastic transitions, the point of yielding may be determined
as the initial departure from linearity of the stress-strain curve; this is sometimes called the
proportional limit as shown by point P in Figwe 8.4 (a). In such cases the position of this
point niay not be determined precisely. As a consequence, a convention has been
established wlierei~ia straight line is constructed parallel to the elastic portion of the
stress-strain curve at some specified strain offset, usually 0.002. l'he stress corresponding
to the intersection.of this line and the stress-strain curve as it bends over in the plastic
region is defined as the yield strength oy.This is shown in Figure 8.4 (a).

,

For those materials having a non-linear elastic region (Figure 8.5), use of the strain offset
metl~odis not possible, and the usual practice is to define the yield strength as the stress
required to produce some amount of strain (for example E= 0.005). For this non-linear
bel~aviour,either tangent or secant modulus is normally used. Tangent modulus is taken as
the slope of the stress-strain curve at some specified level of stress, while secant modulus
represents the slope of a secant drawn from the origin to some given point of the s-&curve.
This is shown in Figure 8.5.
Some steels aid other materials exhibit the tensile stress-strain behaviour shown in
Figure 8.4 (b). The elastic plastic-transition is very well defined and occurs abruptly in
what is termed a yield-point phenomenon. At the upper yield point, plastic deformation is
initiated- with an actual decrease in stress. Continued deformation fluctuates slightly about
some constant stress value, termed lower yield point; stress subsequently rises with

,
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Figure 8.4 : a) Typical Strem-strainBehaviour tor a Metal Showing Elarrlicand Plastic Deformations,the
Proportional Limit P, and the Yield Strength a,, 89 Obtnhed from 0.002 S h i n Offset Method
b) Strss-strain Behavinur Found for Some Steels Showing the Yield Point Phenomenon

increasing strain. For metals, that display this effect, the yield point strength is taken as the
average stress that is associated with the lower yield point, since it is well defined and
relatively insensitive to the testing procedures. Tlius it is necessary to employ the strain
offset method for these materials.
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Figure 8.5 :Stress-strain Diagram ShowingNobUneerElastic Behaviour, and how Secant end Tangent
Moduli are Determined
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8.2.3 Tensile SePength
After yielding, the stress necessary to continue plastic deformation increases to a
maximum, point M in Figure 8.6, and then decreases to the eventual fracture, point F. rile
tensile strength TS (unit psi or MPa) is the stress at the maximum on the ellgineering stress
strain curve. This corresponds to the maximum stress that can be sustained by a structure
in tension, if this stress is applied the fracture will result. All deformation up to this point is
uniform throughout the narrow region of the tensile specimen. However, at this maximum
stress, a small constriction or neck begins to form at some point, and all subsequent
deformation is confined at this neck, as shown in Figure 8.5. This phenomenon is termed
necking and fracture ul timiltely occurs at the neck. The fracture or rupture strength
corresponds to the stress and fracture.

Figure 8.6 : Typical Engineering Strcss-strain Bel~uvfourto Fracture, Polnt F. The Tende Strength TS is
Indicated at Point M. The Circular Insets Represent the Geometry of the Deformed Specimen at
Various Points along the Curve

Tensile strength may vary anywhere from 50 MPa (7000 Psi) for an Aluminium to as high
as 3000 MPa (450,000) for the high-strength steels. Ordinarily, when the strength of a
metal iscited for design purposes, the yield strength is used. This is because by the time a
stress corresponding to the tensile strength has been applied, often a structure has
experienced so much plastic deformation that it is useless. Furthermore, fracture strengths
are not normally specified for engineering purposes.

8.3 TECHNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF METALS
In the previous section we have seen how material behaves when pulled in tension. In
addition to the tensile strength there are many other properties of materials which can be
deduced from the stress-strain curve which is generated as an output of the tensile test. Let
us now discuss some of these properties which are extremely usehl while deciding
technological application for metals.

8.3.1 Ductility
Ductility is another importiant mechanical property. It is a measure of the degree of plastic
deformation that has been sustained at fracture. A mterial that experiences very little or
no plastic deformation upon fracture is termed brittle. The tensile stress-strain behaviour~
for both ductile ,md brittle materials are shown in Figure 8.7.
Ductility may be expressed quantitatively as either percent elongation or percent area
reduction. The percent elongation, 96 EL, is h e presence of plastic strain at fracture, or
%EL =

[-)X

I00

where, If is the fracture length and 1, is the original gauge length as above. In as much as a
significant proportiotl of the plastic deformation at a fracture is confined to the neck
region, tlie ~nag~litude
of b EL will depend on specimen gauge length. The shorter the I,
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Figure 8.7 : Representation d Tensile Stre~~gtrain
Bebaviwr for Brittle and Ductile Materids

the greater is the fraction of total elongation from the neck end, and consequently, Ule
higher the value of % EL. ThereFore, 1, should be specified when percent elongation
values are cited. It is commonly 50 mm.
Percent area reduction, % AR, is defined as

\
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where, A, is the original cross-sectional area and Af is the cross-sectional area at the point
of fracture. Percent area reduction values are iudependentof both I, and A,. Furthermore,
for a given.rnaterial the magnitudes of % EL and % AR will, in general, be different. Most
metals possess at least a moderate degree of ductility at room temperahre; however, some
become brittle as the temperature is lowered.
A knowledge of the ductility of materials is important for at least two reasons. First, it
indicates to a designer the degree to which a structure will deform plastically before
fracture. Second, it specifies the degree of allowable defomtion during fabrication
operations. We sometimes refer to relatively ductile m~terialsa being "forgiving", in the
sense that they may experience local deformation without fracture should there be an error
in the magnitude of the design stress calculations. Brittle materials are approximately
about 5 %.
considered to be those having a fracture strain of less

SAQ 1
.

'A piece of copper originally 305 mm long is pulled in tension with a stress of
276 m a . If the defo
is entirely elastic, what will be the resultant
g
elon ation?Take E
= 11.0 x 1o4 MPa
1-
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k c y l i n d r i c a l y of steel having an original diameter of 12.8 mm is tensile
tested to frac e and found to have an engineering fracture strength of 460 M a . If
l
its cmss-sectional diambter at fracture is 10.7 mrn; determine
a) the ductility in tern6 of percent area reduction,.and
b) the true stress at fracture.

8.3.2 Resilience
Resilience is the cllpdcity of a nMterial to absorb energy when it is deformed elastically
and then upon unloading, to have this energy recovered. The associated property is the
which is strain energy per unit volume reqdired to stress a
Modulus of Resilience, Ur,
materid from an unloaded state up to a point of yielding.
Computationally, the modulus of resilience for a specimen subjected to a uniaxial tension
test is just the area under the engineering stress-strain curve taken lo yielding or

Assuming a linear elastic region

in which E~is the strain at yielding.
The units of resilience are the product of the units from each of the two axes d the
~,
Pa), Joules is an
stress-strain plot. The SI units is joules per cubic meter ( ~ l mequivalent
unit of energy, and thus this area under the stress-strain curve represents energy absorplion
per unit volume of material.

8.3.3 Toughness
Toughness is a mechanical term that is used in several contexts; lwsely speaking, it is a
measure of the ability of a material to absorb energy up to fracture. Specimen geometry as
well as the manner in which load is applied are important in toughness determination,.
For dynamic (high strain rate) loading conditions and when a notch (or point of stress
concentration) is present, notch toughness is assessed by using an impact test.
For static (low strain rate) situations, toughness may be ascertained from the results of a
tensile stress-strain test. It is the area under the O-E curve upto the point of fracture. The
units for toughness x e the same as for resilience (i.e., energy per unit volume of the
m~terial).For a material to be, tough, it must display both strength and ductility; and often,
ductile materials are tougher than brittle ones. This is demonstrated in Figure 8.7, in which
the stress-strain curves are plotted for both material types. Hence, even though the brittle
material has higher yield and tensile strengths, by virtue of lack of ductility, it has a lower
toughness than the ductile one; this can be deduced by comparing the areas ABC and
A B' C' in Figure 8.7.

8.4 EFFECTS OF VAMABLES ON MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES
The mechanical properties of a material can be affected in innumerable ways. Recently
fodnd examples, such as radiation effects on the behaviour of materials, justify the idea
that there are still s o w effects to be discovered. Thus, the variables discovered here
should be considered only as a beginning for those dealing with the strenglb of materials.
The effects of the variables are shown only qualitatively because the magnitude of the
change in the mechanical properties may depend considerably on the material. The aim
here is to alert the reader to seek further information beyond what is available in standard
tables (this inay involve much effort and expense) about any chosen materials in these two
general situations,
a) There are unusual conditions during fabrication or service, and
b) The design requires the saviug of material as much as possible.
In some cases even the indicated qualitative effects are not true. A differentmaterial or one
under different conditions may show an opposite tendency in mechanical behaviour.
The following variables with respect to mechanical properties of metals are often
important to engineers.
9
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8.4.1 Grain Size
In general, resistance to deformation increases as the microstructw (size of tl~egrains) is
made finer. Cold w o w g reduces the average grain size, increase the yields strength,
reduces the f r a m e ductility, but leaves the fracture strength essentially unchanged
(Figure 8.8). A cold worked metal can be softened by reannealing it any number of times,
For a simple demonstration of this, bend a heavy copper wire repeatedly until it becomes
stiff. Throw it in open fire for a few minutes, let it cool, and then bend it again.
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F i r e 8.8: Effect of Microstructure on Strength and Ductility
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8.4.2 Temperature
The common effect of temperature is that both the yield strength and the fracture strength
decrease while the ductility increases as the temperature increases (Figure 8.9). These are
two important exceptions to this that must be noted here.
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Figure 8.9 : Effect of Temperatureon Strengthand D u d i t y

At mildly elevated temperatures the yield strength of low carbon steel increases as shown
in Figure 8.10. The phenomenon responsible for this behaviour is called strain aging. This
strengthening mechanism depends on plastic deformation and on the diffusion rate of
carbon atoms in the steel. Strain aging appears as a factor in several areas of strength of
materials.
'The other exception to the tendencies shown in figure is the ductile-brittle transition found
mainly in low cqban steel. 'This is shown schematically in Figure 8.11; which applies to a
metal containing flaws or machine notches. The slope and the hbrizontal position of the
transition part of the curve depend on the metal, In most cases, the transition occurs
somewhere below +SO OF. The ductile-brittle transition has enormous practical
significancebecause the metals affected by it are the most common and because the
transition temperature (or those below them) occur in many places in the world4Designing
all members to have the average stresses in them below the lower plateau is a sate but
uneconomical approach.
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F i r e 8 . 1 0 : Increase in Yield Stretrgth by Strain A#ng in Mild Steel
Fracture I
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Figure 8.11 : Ductile-brittleTrnnsitionin Low Carbon-steel

8.4.3 Strain Rate
The rate at which a material is deformed affects its strength as shown in Figure 8.12. Both
the yield strength and the fracture strength increases and the ductility decreases at high
strain rates. 111eseeffects are less pronounced in normal practice than those caused by
various temperatures.
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Figure 8.12: Effect of Strain Rate on Strength and Ductility

8.4.4 Fatigue
Repeatedly applied loads may cause large changes in the stress strain curve of a metal. A
given metal may cyclically soften or harden compared to its tension stress-strain curve as
shown in Figure 8.13. Which of these happens depends on the initial conduction of the
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material. In most cases, if it was soft (annealed) initially, it will cyclically hmden and
vice-versa. The strain hardening exponent n, which can be determined in a monotonic test,
can give an indication of what will happen in fatigue loading. The material will change
little if n = 0.15. There is hardening for n greater than the stable value and softening for n
below the stable value.
a

Cyclic hardening

Monotonic tension
Cyclic softening

E

0
Figure 8.13: Edtect of cydicLordingon Str-strain

Response

The sharp yielding of many steels can be observed during a single tensile loading can be
completely bypassed as demonstrated in the following. A single loading to stress o~on the
tension stress-strain curve in Figure 8.14 would involve sharp yielding. Assume that
tensile and compressive stresses of magnitude C T ~are applied many times to a new
specimen of the same metal, after which the stress is raised in a single step. A new
stress-strain curve is followed after the cyclic loading as shown in Figure 8.14.
Monotonic tension
starting from point B

Gradual increase
in strain as cyclic
loading progresses

-

Figure 8 1 4: Change in Stresa-atrsin Curve aftersome Cyclic h d i n g . Note Cuwes 1 and 2 may or may
not Cross

A curve that shows the deformation resistance of a material after it has been deformed
cyclically is called a cyclic stress-straincurve. Unfortunately, there is no unique cyclic
stress-strain curve for a given temperature and other conditions. Such curves also depend
on the extent of prior deformations; they may, in fact be in constant charge throughout the
life of the member. The practical solution to this problem is to use single cyclic
stress-strain curve for each material that represents all possibilities fairly well. The
impDrtant thing to remember is that in some cases the stress-strain c w e obtained in a
unidirectional test may not be adequate lo describe the stress-stcain response of a material
throughout its life. The cyclic stress-strain curve is generally more suitable for this purpose.

8.4.5 Chemical Effects
Many chemicals are detrimental to tlie mechanical behaviour of materials. Two broad
categories of chemical effects can be established :
a) Continuous corrosion attack (details.describedin Unit 10) thal causes an increase in
stress because of the loss of nnaterial. The ~nechanicdproperties of the reniaining
material are not changed by this.
b) Emnbrittlementof a ductile metal without a significant loss of material. Grain boundary
attack and stress-corrosion cracking are important teclinological problem in his
category. The macroscopically measurable ductility and strength are reduced hy these.
Alloys of Alumillium, copper, iron, magnesium, titaniumand others are susceptible to
these problems.

8.4.6 Elastic Constants under Pressure
We are concerned here with the n~eclirulicalresponse of the system which is initially
subjected to a large liydrostatic pressure when a further, generally small stress system is
superimposed on the initial system. In practicd applications there are two impo~timt
situations to be consider. First is the static response, when the additional stress syslem and
the resultant skess strain are independent of time. This may be very important ian
engineering applications in which it is essential to know the additional deformatioru that
are produced.
Seco~idsituatioli is dynamic one where the additional stress system varies with time. This
includes particular solid. When a solid is subjected to a s&esssystem its intenla1
configuration is climged. This concept of internal configuration is most readily visualized
in terms of relative positions of the constituents atom but clan also be extended to
continuous media with the assumption that each infinitesimal materid region of the system
can be identified throughout all possible changes. In either case, it is assumed that the
position of an individual nhaterial point can, in any state of the solid, be specified by a set
of co-ordinates with respect to some fixed reference system, For simplicity, tl~isis taken as
a cartesi;m system.

In the solid as a whole, the configuration is described by a collection of such co-ordinates
(three for each point). This collection will ch'mge with the state of the system, such
changes being brought about, for example, by the application of external stresses. For our
purposes it is convenient to distinguish three type of states.

8.5 FRACTURE

\

When the stress normal to a crystallographic plane exceeds a critical value, the planes part
and the crystal breaks. In single ~xystals,this is called cleavage when it occurs along well
defined planes so tliat the two halves of the fractured crystal are bounded by flat faces. The
cleavage planes we usually planes separated by large inteylancr spacings such as the
(100) planes in NaCl or a - Fe. On the other hand, the nature of the interatomic forces in
crystals can modify this generalization. For example, crystals having layered cleave along
planes parallel to the layers because the forces between layers are frequenuy weaker than
~ o s within
e
a layer. Because crystals tend to cleave along certain planes only the critical
stress necessary to produce cleavage dcpends on the crystals orientatkn relativc to fhe
stress condition.
Another way that a crystal c a i deform is by the formtion of one or more twins in which
%he two parts of the crystal are so displaced b a t they appear to be inirror irmges of each
other. It can be shown that there is a c~iticalstress value for twinning similar to the critical
stress value for a slip or for ftacture. Unlike the rlonnal kachrre stress, the critical stresses
for slip or twinning depends not only on Uncir cxientations relative to the slip or twin.
There are two kinds of fracture in polycrystalline material. Tlle fracture is called brittle
fracture if no plastic deformation preceded it or ductile fracture if it follows pronounced
plastic defonnation. Although many theories those attempted the explanation fracture in
polycryshlline aggregates but they are moderately successful. The reasons for hisis the
difficulty in taking account of all the imperfections that are-gtresent in the material and tend
to weaken it. For exa~nplefracture of glasses is explaiued by postulating that fracture
a a m s because of t l ~ cpresence of suall cracb normal to the tensile stress. Thus the vefy
high tensile strength of freshly drawn glass fibres is explained by assuming that s u d ~fibres
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do not contain cracks favourably oriented for fracture since cracks that are parallel to the
fibre axis do not affect the tensile strength appreciably. When same theories applied to the
metals, however the problem is further complicated by the fact that cracks can be produced
during the plastic defomition prior to ductile fracture. Fracture can also occur by a
shearing along a slip 'band shear fracture can be distinguished from cleavage because it
leaves a nonplaner, usually concoidal surface. Both type of fracture can occur in
polycrystalline materials and is easily distinguished the appearance of the fractured
surfaces. If a material is subjected to a series of consecutive stresses even of relatively low
magnitude, particularly if the stresses any cyclindrically repeated fatigue fracture can
occur. This type of fracture is believed to be produced as a consequence of the formation
of cracks at the points of stress concentration. A common example of fatigue fracture is the
breaking of a wire or a metal strip by repeated bending in opposite directions.

8.5.1 The Griffith Theory
Griffith was the first to offer an explanation for the low fracture strength of brittle
materials. He postulated that in a brittle material there are small cracks which act to
concentrate the stress at their tips. We now deal with the theory which he developed from
this idea and which now bears his name.
It can be shown that, for a crack of elliptical section, with stress, a, applied perpendicular
to its long axis of length 2 a, the stress ati,at its tip is given by

where r is the radius of curvature at the tip. This stress exists within a distance of
approximately r of the tip and if it exceeds the ideal fracture stress (i.e., strength of the
bonds) it may be assumed that the crack will propagate through the nkatcrial.
However, it is better to consider a thermodynamic criterion for the growth of a crack. This
was the approach taken by Griffith who argued that there were two energies to be taken
into account when a crack is propagated - a release of elastic energy strain energy and an
increase in surface energy. Thus as the material separates along a crack, new surfaces are
being created and therefore a certain amount of energy must be provided to create these
(i.e., some work must be done). Now before the crack propagates, elastic strain energy is
stored in the material. This is released when the material relaxes as the crack spreads.
Griffith supposed that the crack propagates when the released strain energy is just
sufficient to provide the surface energy necessary for the creation of the new surfaces.

Figure 8.15 : Model for Griffith Crack Theory

The elastic strain energy for unit volume is

loZ
For purpose of calculatioi we take the
2 E'

crack to have unit width perpendicular to the plane of the paper as shown in Figure 8.15.
Very near to the crack faces the stress falls to zero and vary far from crack it is unchanged.
So we assume that roughly a region of radius a around the crack is relieved of its elastic
energy. This would, for unit width, give total elastic energy of
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0'
oLx ma2
x area x width = 2E
2E

Properly, the strain field should be integrated from infdty to the surface of the crack.
which makes the elastic energy, UE, available per unit width twice the"above value
a2m2
uE = E
'

If the surface energy per unit area is y joules per square meter then the sunCace energy for a
'rack of length 2 a and unit width will be

where we multiply by two because there are two faces. The total energy change, U,is
therefore given by
"

-

and these terms are plotted as function of crack length a in figure 8.16 . Tlae total energy is
maximum at length a critical and consequently a crack of that length is unstable and
reduces the total energy by growing. The maximum in U occurs when

>

E'

Totalenergy

U= U s + U ~
C

h)

C

Crack length,a

W

Strain energy
UE

=

-02xaz
E

E'igure 8.16 : Variation In the Surface Energy, Strain Energy and Total Energy with Crack Length

From this equation we can see that the crack will grow when the strain energy release rate
is equal to or greater than the rate of change of the surface energy with crack length.
Substituting for Usand UEwe obtaiil

and so

This is Gi-iffitbquatian andl shows that the E&:SX necessary to cause a crack lo propagate
varies inverwly as the square rose of h e crack length. Hence b3ae fractwrt?swess of a brittle
mkrial is &letemhcd by the length of tbe largest crack existing before loadmg.
Furehermore,0hac.ea crack begins to spread, the stress required b propagation falls as a is
increasing and the crack accelerates rapidly.
The observed strength of bard britlle materials such as germiuiium, glass, silicon, quark
etc. require Gmtb crack of only micron dimension. Even if homogeneous specimen
having a crack-freesurface is prepared it is almost irnpossih>leto keep it that way. The
lighter contact of such surface witta any other solid object can cause minute hard pxLicles
to be pushed into the surface with enough force to exceed the themetical strength locally.
Chemical attack at points of high local strain can also produce micron-size cracks.
Therefore it seems highly probable that a few such cracks will be present in any specimen
of a brittle material of ordinary size.Experimcnls are consistent with the idea that Griffith
m c k s are located primarily at the external surfaces. It is also found that the llumber of
such defects need not be large. The highly pure and structurally perfect silicon crystals
grown were found have exceptional fracture strength only after very careful chemical
polishing of the surfacefollowed by extreme care not to allow the s d d c e to be touched.
The Griffith theory still appears to he.a reasonable explanation for the fracture of haad
brittle materials. The fracture of matefials having some ductility, however, is of greater
interest. For a material in which shear deformation occur at any stress below the
theoretical strength, the Griffitlk theory requires modification. Irreversible rearrangements
of atoms may take place in the region of high concentration at the tip of the advancing
crack. The energy required for crack growth will then be greater than the surface energy by
the amount of plastic work. In ductile materials, the formation of crack nuclei and the
propagation of a crack become ineimately cumected with the mechanism of plastic
deformation.

For soft ductile materials tile mechanism suggested for formation of Oriffith cracks at
surface unsatisfactory. In many cases the ratio between theoretical and observed fracture
strength is so large that cracks several millimeters long would be required. Such cracks, if
present ll~ardlyescape detection. It must be concluded that crack of sufficient size to grow
are not present initially but are f o m d as a result of the plastic-deformation process.
Several different mechanism for formation of crack nuclei have been proposed. AU of
them involve the pile-up or running together of dislocations resulting in stress
cancentrations.

8.6

S

In this chapter we have discussed a number of important properties of materials, mainly
metals. Concepts of engineering stress and strain were introduced. Strain represents the
amount of deformation induced by a stress; both engineering and true strains are used.
Some mechanical characteristicsof metals cau be ascertained by simple stress-swain tt~ts.
There are four tests types : tension, compression, shear and torsion. Tensile are most
',
common. A material that is suessed fmt undergoes elastic or nonpermanent deformation,
wherein the stress and strain are proportional. The constant of proportionality is the
modulus of elasticity for tension and compression, wd is the shear modulus when the
stress is shear.
The phenomenon of yielding occurs at the onset of plastic deformation; yield strength is
determined by a strain offset method from the stress-strain behaviour; which is iildicative
of the stress at which plastic deformation begins. Tensile strength corresponds to the
maximum tensile stress that may be sustained by a specimen, whereas percents elongation
and area reduction are measures of ductility- the amount of plastic defonnation that has
occurred at fracture. Mechanical strength depends on many factors and there are many
variables which drastically alter the mechanical properties for example temperature, strain
rate, chemical environment, hardness etc. affect the strength of materials.

Stmgth d Materials

Annealing

A generic tern used to denote a heat treatment wherein the
microstructure and consequently the properties of a material
are altered. Annealing is frequently referred to a heat
treatment whereby a previously cold-worked metal is
softened by allowing it to recrystalize.

Ductile Fracture

A mode of Fracture that is attended by extensive gross plastic
deformation.

Ductility

A measure of a material's ability to undergo appreciable
plastic deformation before fracture; it may be expressed as
percent elongation (% EL) or percent area reduction (% AR)
from tensile test.

Elastic Deformation

Deformation that is non-permanent, that is totally recovered
upon release of an applied stress.
The capacity of a material to absorb energy when it is
elastically deformed.

Resilience
Strain - Engineering

-

The change in the gauge length of a specimen divided by its
original gauge length.

Stress Ekgineering

The instantaneous load applied to a specimen divided by its
cross-sectional area before any deformation.

Tensile Strength

The nlaximum engineering stress, in tension, that may be
sustained witllout fracture. Often t e n d ultimate strength.
The onset of plastic deformation.

Yielding
Yield Strength,

The stress required to produce a very slight yield yet
specified amount of plastic strain; a strain offset of 0.002 is
cornrnonly used.

8.8 ANSWERS TO SAQs
SAQ 1
I
Since the deformation is elastic, strain is dependent on stress equation and is related
by

Furthermore, the elongation A1 is related to the original length 1, through equation

Combining these two expressions and solving AZ, yields

The values of cs and lo are given and the magnitude of E for copper is
11.0 x lo4 MPa. Elongation is obtained by substitution into the expression above as
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SAC) 2

a) Ductility is computed from equation
t2.g2mrnJR

- (IO.~~-J~
= 30%

F

b) 'Truestress is defined by equati011 a~ = - , where in this case the area is

Af
taken as the fracture area Af. However, the joad at fracture must first be
computed from the fracture strength as

Thus the true stress is calculated as

